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sentation for the quark and gluon propagators for the space-like 

momenta (without the colour indices) are used: 

G 4ag(q)=-igaB~(-q2). ' 

The form of the gluon propagator is conformed to the Fenny-Feynman 

gauge. In the region we are interested in, the momenta p2 and q2 are 

small, and we do not use any concrete form for the functions F(-q2) 

and G(-p2). We suppose only that these propagators become perturbative 

at large momenta. The connection between the nonperturbative part of 

the gluon propagator and gluon con- 

p + r  r p - r  densate is written in /lo/. Discus- 

*- 
sion lem in of this the gauge-invariance case can be Eound prob- in'''! 

In what follows we shall cal- 

culate only the imaginary part of 

diagrams because the pomeron is ap- 

proximately purely imaginary.. Some 

gluon and quark propagators in ttese 
p'-r 6 p'.l 9 p*.r caiculxtions are on the mass 

shell. In this case ue suppose for 

Fig.1. Exchange of a two-gluon them the usual pole behaviour. As 
object between quarks. a result, we have for the diagram 

of fig.1: 

InT- h41d%d41 61 {p-k)2-rn2]~[ ( p1t1 )2-rn2]~[-(ktr)2] 
(272) 
~[-(k-r)~]F[-{l 4r)2/~[-(l-r)2]~m~ ,$ALI, V O  

hu, vu 

where m is the constituent quark mass, 

Performing integration over the light-cone variables 

we obtain: 

ImT = J1-'"dx J dkldll G(x, kl, 11, rl) 
s(zrr16 a/s ~. 

NAu, 
Jd(P+l-) I="-Au, vu 

It can be shown that in (1) the region 0 < x < ('1-c), c-fixed is 

important 1 6 / .  In this region large momenta are going along the quark 
lines and the gluon-gluon amplitude is far from the asymptotic regime. 

So, it cannot contain the large variables s.For the gg amplitude we 

used the representation with all possible structure on the gluon 

indices. On the basis of this general representation for r we obtain 
the following behaviour for the qq spin-flip amplitude /6'8/: 

I*A,,, "T 
< ~ ~ u * ~ ~  > w m s2 f(x,k1,l1,r1. (3) 

clip 

Only the structures which are similar to the simplest 2-9 exchange 

diagrams don't contribute to (3). As a result, we obtain the spin- 

flip amplitude growing as s. The analysis shows that this amplitude 

can be suppressed only logarithmically with respect to the spin-non- 

flip amplitude: 

~Tcllpl - N (4) 
I Tnan- I ~p 1 a lns/so 

Here a contains the constituent quark mass m and Ic 1 /I2/. As a 
result, a *v It1 when (t1-t m and the helicity is conserved in the case 

of large-apgle saattering according to 12/. We can check (4) by analy- 

sing the diagrams of perturbative QCD 16/ (e.g. the ladder diagram 
with the gluon cross-beam) . 

Hence we show that in the at order the behaviour: 

for the spin-flip amplitude can be valid. 

Fig.2. The quark loop contribu- 

tion to the gluon-gluon amplitude: 

a) -planar loop; 

U I  b I  b) -nonplanar loop. 

Now let us check (4) by calculating the quark loop contribution 

to the gluon-gluon amplitude / 8 / .  We would like to recall that the 

quark-loops play a decisive role in the solution of the proton "spin 

crisis" problem (131. It will be seen later that this contribution is 

very important in our case too. 

The corresponding integral is of a form analogous to (1). The 

graphs (fig.2) contribute only to IN.For the planar diagram (fig.2a) 








